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The Yellow Vests in 
a nutshell

More than 3 months of demonstrations each

Saturday.

12 casualties (civilians and protesters), 3142

injuries including severe mutilations (including

protesters and riot police) and > 5000 custodies

(1500 in one day)

In march of 2019 (Viavoice poll, 2019):

 36% of public opinion support

 63% think protests must stop but other courses

of action should be taken



Who are the 
Yellow Vests ?

Data from Sciences-Po Grenoble (2019)



What predicts 
support for the 
Yellow Vests ?

Some studies point at ideological factors

(political extremism/political apathy)

 Other polls emphasize the socio-economic

composition of the movement (rural, low/middle

SES, economically deprived…)

 BUT more recent investigations (see figure on

the right) emphasize the psychological

underpinnings of support for the Yellow vests

(feelings of personal failure).

As we will see, this is an important finding if we

are to understand Yellow Vest violent extremism.



Violent extremism from a political psychology
perspective 



A few basic 
principles…

Political psychology is the study of both the

psychological determinants of political

cognition/behaviour and the impact of political

decisions on psychological processes

(behaviour/cognition).

Political behavior = voting, protesting…

Political cognition = attitudes, values…

Political behavior/cognition is not different than

other types of behavior/cognition (health, work

etc…) and obeys basic psychological principles.



Violent extremism 
101

Violent extremism is the consequence of a

progressive radicalization process whereby

individuals gradually commit to extreme

political/religious ideologies (Bélanger et al.,

2019)

This process is the same for both religious and

political extremism whatever the ideology

It starts with a sensitivity phase (Doosje et al.,

2016) and involves 3 types of factors (3N):

 Need: motivation to engage in violent

extremism

 Narrative: exposure to ideologies that

legitimate violence

 Network: engagement in a supportive,

tightly-knit group



Significance Quest 
Theory



Significance Quest 
Theory

Bélanger et al. (2019, Frontiers)

Webber et al. (2017, JPSP)

Schumpe, Bélanger, Moyano, & Nisa (2018, JPSP)



Applying Significance Quest Theory to Yellow Vests
Violence



Anomia: a key 
variable ?



Anomia: a key 
variable ?

Derived from the sociological concept of Anomie

(absence of norms in a society to regulate

behavior, Durkheim, 1897)

Anomia is a psychological syndrome including

feelings of meaninglessness, powerlessness,

social isolation, self-estrangement and

normlessness (Smith & Bohm, 2008).

Parsimonious and powerful construct that

reflects:

 Need for closure: meaninglessness,

normlessness

 Narrative: political powerlessness, self

estrangement

 Network: social isolation



A LoS/Anomia model 
of violent extremism

Triggering
event

Loss of 
Significance

Anomia
Violent 

Extremism



Empirical Support 
(Study 1)

Cross-sectional design among FB groups. 776

French individuals from the general population

(28.48% male, 50.39% female, 21.13%

unreported; Mage = 32.02, SD = 15.19).

Measures:

 Activism (intentions to protest with YV)

 Radicalism (intentions to display protest

violence)

 Non-normative collective action (intentions to

use illegal forms of protests)

 Intentions to engage in armed struggle



Empirical Support 
(Study 2)

Experimental design. 511 undergraduates (9.1%

male, 1.3% unspecified, Mage = 19.39, SD =

3.04), equally assigned to the experimental

conditions (Ncontrol = 258, NLoS = 253).

Randomly assigned to LoS condition (write

about a time they felt humiliated) vs. control

condition (write about the last time they watched

TV)

Measures of violent extremism were the same as

in Study 1



Empirical Support 
(Study 2)

Held independently of negative affects

No indirect effect on intentions to engage in

armed struggle

Probably because students are a well integrated

population (less anomia)

These results globally corroborate the

correlations observed in Study 1.



Conclusion
Yellow Vests violence can be understood as a

consequence of growing feelings of alienation

among the populations, independently of socio-

economic or ideological factors

This resonates with the discourse of Yellow

Vests themselves (see left)

It also explains potentially why such a diverse

movement can attract violent extremists from

both extreme left and right organizations.

‘Macron is not responsible for the situation but he’s

there at the wrong time. And his behavior doesn’t help

at all…’ - Jacques, 67, Yellow Vest.

‘He despises the people, he doesn’t hear us […] he

doesn’t respect people.’ - Bertrand, 33, Yellow Vest.

‘He sometimes has words which are not worthy of a

President […] he’s taking us for fools, he’s arrogant’ -

Jacqueline, 62, Yellow Vest

‘We don’t live, we survive…’ - Sandra, 45, Yellow Vest.
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